Woodside Primary School
Class News –January 2017
Room 15 have been very busy these past few weeks with lots happening. We are
currently engaging with the topic of Scotland geography. The children are working very
hard at studying Aberdeen city and the facilities available. Alongside this, we are
continuing to learn Scottish ceilidh dancing in preparation for performing during the
Scottish assembly. In addition to this, the children are learning a Scottish poem and
carrying out reading activities on a Rabbie Burns poem. Room 15 have also enjoyed our
Scots Drama week presented by QuidsIn. They have been confident individuals when
rehearsing a script to perform in front on the school.
Later this term, we will be focusing on the topic of extreme weather and natural
disasters. They will learn about how a volcano erupts and develop their knowledge of
how historical disasters have occurred. During term three the children will be engaging
with fractions and time within numeracy and mathematics. They will also be developing
basketball skills during physical education.
Room 15 will also be working with Grace Banks. The children will get the opportunity to
engage with learning in the outdoor environment, which will include visiting the forest.
The children have received a new spelling grid to complete. They are expected to study
their words for 10 minutes a night (up to 30 minutes a week). In addition to this, the
children will continue to receive maths homework. They are also expected to do reading
homework with a comprehension activity to go along with it.
Timetable for Term 3
Monday
Homework given
out (due back for
Thursday)

Tuesday
GYM
(full gym kit
required)

Wednesday

Thursday
Literacy -reading

GYM
(full gym kit
required)

Golden time

Library (please
bring in library
books)
Science

Thank you for your continued support,
Miss Blackman

Friday
Literacy -reading

French
Health Hustle

Spelling test

